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The increasing interest of remote healthcare monitoring systems becomes more and more 

important.  This has prompted researchers to develop solutions that enable doctors to 

remotely control the health of patients in the comfort of their own homes. A lot of categories 

such as elderly patients and patients with chronic diseases need care from their homes. The 

challenge here is how healthcare providers can reliably, accurately, and securely monitor the 

health of their patients. The healthcare system must be able to ease the mobility of patient, 

meanwhile increase their safety condition and improve their autonomy. 

Recent advances in the Internet of Things (IoT) have made it possible to improve the 

healthcare sector. 

    The health monitoring devices enable the doctor to record, to analyze data faster and more 

accurate which improve the quality of healthcare process of patients, to minimize the 

healthcare efforts and costs. Health monitoring has become very important these past few 

years and includes monitoring food intake, people who suffer from chronic diseases and we 

notice the health of new-born babies, even fetuses. In fact, in order to avoid deaths among 

babies, doctors need to monitor the fetus daily and so there will be more chance to detect 

anomalies, identifying the defects in earlier stages and find solutions to save people’s lives.  

The fetal monitoring aims to detect fetal cardiac diseases in earlier stages and provide 

convenient health recommendations. Technological development allows fetal heart rate 

control during pregnancy using the noninvasive fetal Electrocardiogram (fECG). However, the 

recorded noninvasive fetal ECG is a mixture of several signals (fECG, matenal ECG, uterine 

contractions, fetus movements…). Another signal known as Phonocardiogram (PCG) provides 

information about the acoustic activities of the heart. Both PCG and ECG signals can be 

investigated in order to supply complementary and relevant information about the fetal heart. 

Despite these difficulties which make developing such systems a challenging task, there is a 

promising growth in both processing algorithms and hardware devices. On the one hand, 



many signal processing approaches have been introduced in the literature to improve the 

quality of the fECG extraction. 

On the other hand, the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies with the emergency 

of cloud computing make the realization of the wireless monitoring healthcare system more 

possible and facilitate the data storage.  

In this project, we aim to develop a convenient system for wireless fetal heart monitoring.  

The ECG signal detected from the mother’s abdomen using sensors is processed on the 

processing unit.  The fetal extracted signal from mother’s ECG is analyzed and if any anomalies 

are detected, the doctor will be informed immediately who can respond accordingly to make 

decision. The expected prototype will include processing block that extract the fECG and 

communicate with doctor using the internet. 
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